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Design Without Boundaries
Acoustically Coaxial Three-Way Smart Active Monitor

We break boundaries in engineering to make 
the best even better. The center is Genelec’s 
Minimum Diffraction Coaxial driver in a 
Directivity Control Wave guide. Behind the 
wave-guide are two Acoustically Concealed 
Woofers. The smart signal processing perfects 
monitoring accuracy with GLM AutoCal.

The 8351 can only be described as the most 
solid, most articulate monitor available today  
– in a surprisingly compact package. 

Visit us at

AES
Demo room 1A02 

and booth 138

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

MONITORING
Genelec 8351
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32 Hz – 40 kHz (-6 dB) 
± 1.5 dB (38 Hz – 21kHz) 
110 dB SPL

Amplifiers: 
150 W Class D (woofers) 
120 W Class D (midrange) 
90 W Class AB (tweeter)

Drivers: 
Woofers 2 pcs 215 x 100 mm 
Midrange 127 mm 
Tweeter 19 mm

Genelec Oy

T +358 17 83 881 
genelec@genelec.com 
www.genelec.com
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CEDAR Audio has 
succeeded in raising the 
bar yet again with CEDAR 
Studio 6, incorporating 

three modules from the CEDAR 
Cambridge system — Declick, 
Decrackle and Auto Dehiss. 
Also new to this version is 
the inclusion of VST support 
alongside 32-bit AAX Native 
compatibility for Pro Tools 10 
and 64-bit capability for Pro 
Tools 11. The addition of VST has wider impact than you 
might imagine because users of PC-based applications such as 
Nuendo and Fairlight as well as live broadcast consoles such 
as the Lawo mc² can now tap into the power of the package.

One of the hallmarks of CEDAR’s plug-ins is their ease of 
use. The Declick module offers a single control (Threshold) 
and it’s remarkable how effective the plug-in is with just this 
one knob. The Decrackle module is the latest evolution of the 
process that began its life in the original CR-1 decrackler. This 
one (like Declick) has just one control — Threshold — and 
again this is enough to correctly identify and remove crackle 
and grunge as well as some forms of distortion and buzz. 
Decrackle is particularly effective when used in conjunction 
with Declick, and placed after it. 

Auto Dehiss is great for suppressing noise that occupies the 
higher frequency range and, used correctly, it doesn’t muffle the 
sound in the process. As with all CEDAR plug-ins it offers just a 
few controls to help achieve optimal results. Two Bias controls 
allow users to direct how the automatic algorithm determines 
the noise content. 

‘Studio 6 doesn’t let you down, and it continues CEDAR’s 
tradition of well thought out, easy to use and stunningly 
effective processes. CEDAR claims that it delivers the most 
advanced technologies available, engineered to the highest 
standards that it can achieve, and Studio 6 delivers this quality 
without fail.’ (Resolution V13.8). n

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

PLUG-IN

ALSO NOMINATED:  Ian Shepherd’s Perception
Izotope RX 4 • UAD AMS RMX16 • Waves Abbey Road TG12345

CEDAR Audio 
Studio 6

At first glance, the 5045 seems to be a 
run-of-the-mill ‘stick’ type capacitor 
design but closer inspection shows 
that it is side-address and lurking 

inside is a single rectangular capsule. It’s clear 
that AT has built on the R&D for the multi-
element 5040, which features four similar 
rectangular capsules. 

The permanently polarised capsule is the 
largest single diaphragm by surface area 
that A-T has ever produced. Apart from the 
advantages in terms of minimising capsule 
resonance that this approach brings, the 
aspect ratio of the capsule allows it to be 
packaged in an extremely small form factor 
—positioning it in tight spots is easy. Polar 
pattern is fixed cardioid and no pad or HPF 
is provided and A-T has shoe-horned a 
minuscule transformer into the 5045, mated 
to discrete electronics.

Off-axis response 
stays very smooth 
to just beyond the 
90 degree point and 
this goes hand in 
hand with a terrific 
degree of rear-rejection 
more akin to a super-
cardioid response. The 
4045 sounds extremely 
good on speech and 
voice; it’s full and rich 
with a pleasing sense of 
thickness to the low end 
and a hint of presence. 
On acoustic guitar the 
slight presence lift brings 
out the attack beautifully 
and the low end is mostly 
very controlled. It also excels 
as a room mic and is a joy to 
configure as a near coincident pair.

‘No compromise in the sound, the build, and, 
of course, the price. Is it worth the premium over 
the more workaday 40 series? Absolutely. It’s in a 
different league altogether sonically but importantly it 
hasn’t forgotten its roots. Flagship it might be, but still 
very much a workmanlike, robust and dependable tool.’ 
(Resolution V14.2). n

Audio-Technica 
AT5045

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

MICROPHONE

ALSO NOMINATED:  AEA N8 • Sennheiser MK8 
Sontronics Aria • DPA d:fine in-ear broadcast headset
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Pro Tools 12 offers new licensing options, new 
innovations to support artist collaboration and content 
distribution with Avid Cloud Collaboration and new 
services in the Avid Marketplace. All part of the Avid 

Everywhere plan.
‘With Pro Tools 12, audio professionals can now access the 

software in more ways than ever,’ said Chris Gahagan, senior 
vice president of products and technology at Avid. ‘They can 
find new talent and plug-ins, and get wide exposure for their 
work via the Avid Marketplace. And with the upcoming Avid 
Cloud Collaboration, customers will be able to create, connect, 
and collaborate in unprecedented new ways.’

Flexible licensing options permit customers to subscribe for 
as little as US$29.99 per month or to buy it outright. With 
these new options, users can stay current with future software 
updates and innovations as soon as they are released via the 
cloud, at no additional charge.

Avid Cloud Collaboration is a set of collaboration capabilities 
that enable artists to compose, record, edit, and mix sessions 
working with other Pro Tools users in the cloud, as if they 
are all together in the same studio. You invite other artists 
to collaborate on a session using built-in chat or find new 
collaborators through the Avid Marketplace Artist Community. 
If the person they want to work with doesn’t already have 
Pro Tools, they can download Pro Tools|First to start working 
together immediately.

Key benefits and features of Avid Cloud Collaboration for Pro 
Tools include: secure and hassle-free setup (post sessions to 
your own cloud storage space and invite others to collaborate); 
fully integrated collaboration (work on the same session at the 
same time or create offline and share updates directly within 
Pro Tools); comprehensive workflows (share audio and MIDI 
tracks, edits, mix changes, automation); simplified project and 
media management (keep track of all contributors and version 
changes with automatic and fully customisable metadata 
tagging); and built-in communication tools (engage with 
collaborators through text or video chat directly from within 
Pro Tools). n

DigiGrid is an audio networking collaboration between 
Waves and Digico. The DLS is a DigiLink-equipped 
2U rackmounting box providing a network server 
and DSP processing for SoundGrid-compatible plug-

ins. SoundGrid can be viewed as something of a replacement 
for Waves TDM plug-ins — Waves TDM plug-in owners were 
automatically upgraded to premium price SoundGrid versions 
and with its DigiLink connections, the DLS integrates directly 
into Pro Tools setups. Most Waves plug-ins are available in 
SoundGrid versions, and interestingly the format is open source. 

The DLS has no convertors but instead allows audio to 
be processed using DigiLink connectors for Avid and legacy 
Digidesign PCI cards and convertors, and any convertors with 
DigiLink connectors.

To harness the DLS’s plug-in DSP you insert a Waves 
StudioRack plug-in on the desired channel in Pro Tools. The 
plug-in window comprises eight plug-in slots, master controls, 
and a WaveSystem Toolbar. Inserting Waves plug-ins within 
this master plug-in is achieved from drop-down menus and 
mini versions of all instantiated plug-ins are shown in the 
main section. Initially, the plug-in chain uses native power but 
a Local CPU button changes to SoundGrid mode. This enables 
the integral I-O Insert Mode menu where you select a Hardware 
Insert and you instantiate the corresponding Pro Tools Hardware 
Insert on another slot on the same channel. Once set up you 
can access up to eight plug-ins within the one StudioRack and 
save the chain. There are AudioSuite versions where you can 
simultaneously render all eight component plug-ins.

‘The DLS provides massive amounts of DSP and I barely 
scratched the surface. With my recent model Mac Pro there 
was perhaps less need for such extra grunt but one of the 
big advantages of DigiGrid is compatibility with older TDM 
systems, perhaps giving a B-rig a 
new lease of life. And for newer HDX 
systems this will enhance the ability 
to record while monitoring using 
Waves plug-ins.

‘With the comprehensive 
networking possibilities and ASIO/
Core Audio drivers, multiple DAWs 
of different flavours can happily join 
forces. And you can share the DLS’s 
DSP between networked setups.’ 
(Resolution V14.3). n

DigiGrid DLS
REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

PROCESSOR
REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

DAW

ALSO NOMINATED:  DirectOut Anna-Lisa
TC Electronic aNorm • Trinnov D-Mon

ALSO NOMINATED:  Logic Pro X 10.1 • Tracktion V6
Merging Technologies Pyramix 9 • Steinberg Nuendo V6.5

Avid  
Pro Tools 12
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Neve’s 1073DPX dual 1073 microphone 
preamp/EQ unit uses the Neve 1073 circuit 
design with the genuine components, 
matched with modern manufacturing 

techniques. It rates predictably highly for the quality 
of its famous preamp but also for the power and 
flexibility of its EQ.

It has two independent transformer-coupled 
microphone preamplifier/EQ circuits with Neve 
Marinair transformers on input and output stages.

There are mic, line and DI inputs on the front with 
switchable mic/line input connections on the rear 
together with switchable Phantom, Hi/Lo impedance, 
-20dB pad, DI ground lift, switchable Phase, and EQ 
bypass.

The EQ section is 3-band with an 18dB/octave 
HPF switchable between 50Hz, 80Hz, 160Hz and 
300Hz. The HF is +/-16dB shelving at 12kHz while 
the LF is +/-16dB shelving with selectable frequencies 
of 35Hz, 60Hz, 110Hz and 220Hz. The mid-range 
is fixed Q +/-18dB peaking with selectable centre 
frequencies at 0.36kHz, 0.7kHz, 1.6kHz, 3.2kHz, 
4.8kHz and 7.2kHz.

Insert send and return connections allow external 
equipment to be interfaced and a line level output is 
always available from the mic preamp circuit output 
or the mic preamp and EQ circuit output; this is 
selected by the Pre switch. The Insert Return allows 
the 1073 mic preamp/EQ circuit to be disconnected 
from the output stage and an external signal to be 
connected to the output stage.

There are independent channel output level 
controls, 7-stage LED signal level meters for each 

channel — which can show mic/line/DI input-stage 
level, EQ-stage level or output-stage level up to 
+24dB — and a headphone output with volume 
control that can listen to channel 1, 2 or both. 

An optional and retrofitable digital I-O card is 
available.

Future Cut (Darren Lewis and Tunde Babalola) 
have written and produced for artists such as Lily 
Allen, Shakira, Rihanna, Olly Murs, Little Mix among 
others and are big 1073DPX fans.

‘Our pre/EQ of choice for years has been the Neve 
1073 anyway, but this new incarnation is the perfect 
choice for a smallish personal studio like ours. The 
incredible flexibility of the I-Os, the metering and 
that classic Neve sound has made this an invaluable 
addition to our kit list.

‘We initially chose the 1073DPX because we were 
working on a project that was being recorded in 
another location with some original 1073s and we 
knew that we would have to do some minor vocal 
overdubs back at ours and would need to match 
the tones as closely as possible. Not only did we 
manage this seamlessly but we quickly settled on the 
1073DPX as our default lead vocal pre.

‘Another great thing is being able to plug guitars 
and basses straight into the unit on the front. The EQ 
is so full and sweet that we have gotten great very 
usable results. We also love the fact that we have two 
in one unit.

‘The 1073DPX is like the classic Neve 1073 but 
reworked for the 21st Century. Match it with any 
quality mic or instrument for absolute world class 
sonic quality.’ n

AMS Neve 1073DPX
REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

EQ
REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

PREAMP

EQ • ALSO NOMINATED:    Bettermaker EQ502P
Crane Song Insigna • Rupert Neve Designs 551

PREAMP • ALSO NOMINATED:   Chandler REDD.47 
Crane Sound Syren • Earthworks 521 ZDT • Harrison 832
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The original BBR1 won a 
Resolution Award in 2010 
and the BBR1MP builds on 
that feature set. What you 

get is a compact 1U that records and 
plays up to 24 tracks and recording 
is to an external USB 2.0 drive with 
the BBR being delightfully unfussy 
as to what it will accommodate in terms of specification. Sample rates up 
to 96kHz at 24-bit are supported, and the latest version of the software 
allows mono BWAV and Polywav support.

The original BBR1 was unbalanced analogue only in terms of I-O, 
and was designed to sit on the channel inserts of (typically) a FOH 
console. Failsafe relay switching of input to output kept the signal flow 
intact, and of course lent itself handily to the concept of ‘virtual sound 
checking’. Over time, additional I-O flavours were introduced — balanced 
analogue, Lightpipe, AES and most recently MADI and Dante versions. 

Until now mic preamp duties were 
always performed elsewhere and the 
BBR1MP addresses this by adding  
24 high quality on-board mic 
preamps to the recipe yet still in the 
same familiar 1U. They sound more 
than up to the job — nice and open 
sounding, clean and quiet.

With all of the functionality — and perhaps especially so with  
the inclusion of mic pres — the JoeCoRemote is an iOS application  
for iPads that delivers a much more satisfying and speedy GUI to the 
whole affair.

‘It’s a compelling package and one without much competition at the 
moment. The inclusion of mic pres together with Dante/MADI options 
significantly extends the potential reach of the BBR1MP into live sound, 
broadcast, location recording and more. Expect to see many more of Joe’s 
clever boxes in the future.’ (Resolution V14.2). n

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

RECORDER

JoeCo BBR1MP

Distributor for the Benelux:
IEMKE ROOS AUDIO B.V.
Phone: + 31 20 697 21 21
www.iemkeroos.nl

ALSO NOMINATED:  Tascam DR-70D • Tascam DA-3000
Aaton-Digital Cantar X3 • Cymatic Audio Utrack 24
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The Core Reference Channel Strip has a Class A high-
voltage tube mic preamp which is combined with an 
ELOP Compressor, a sweepable mid EQ with high 
and low shelves, and a fast brick-wall FET limiter. It’s 

described as a Manley ‘Greatest Hits with fresh technology’ 
— ‘At this price, there is no other channel-strip with higher 
headroom or more seductive sound.’ Its dynamics section is 
particularly well regarded.

The signal enters through a hand-wound Manley Iron input 
transformer with nickel laminations in a mu-metal can. The 
tube amplifying stage is the latest implementation of the Class 
A circuit topology found in the Voxbox and Manley Dual Mono 
and Mono Microphone Preamplifiers. This all-triode vacuum 
tube circuit runs on a regulated 300V B+ supply for high 
headroom and output drive. The DI is similar to that found in 
the Manley Slam!

There are switches for 48V Phantom, 120Hz HPF, Phase 
Invert, Input Attenuator (Variable Pad) and a pot for mic and 
line Gain. 

The compressor features the ELOP technology found in 
the Voxbox and is before the Mic Preamp making it virtually 
impossible to clip. It runs to a 3:1 ratio and has continuously 
variable Attack, Release, and Threshold controls plus a silent 
Bypass switch. This is complemented by a fast attack FET 
brickwall limiter with continuously variable Threshold and 
Release controls, a Peak Limit LED indicator and a 10dB 
range output gain control. EQ is courtesy of Low and High 
Baxandall Shelves (80Hz and 12kHz) with +/-12dB  and a 
sweepable Midrange Bell EQ (100Hz– 1kHz) or (1kHz–10kHz) 
with +/-10dB range. The whole lot is rounded off with a large 
switchable meter. n

This is a box that will never be consigned to life in a 
19-inch rack with its integrated carrying handle and 
the fact that the available I-O are located on the front, 
rear, and side. The key here is portability without 

compromise in either quality or I-O capability. There are a total 
of 20 analogue inputs, 12 of which can operate at mic or line 
level on Neutrik XLR/TRS type connectors, with four on the 
front panel and a further eight on the rear. The four front panel 
inputs can also operate as DIs and analogue inserts (TRS jack) 
are provided for inputs 1 and 2. The remaining 8 analogue 
inputs are balanced line level only, and are provided on a DB25 
connector on the rear. A further DB25 gives eight balanced line 
level outputs. 

Dedicated balanced monitor outputs are provided on TRS 
jacks as well as two independent stereo headphone outputs. 
Digital connectivity comes courtesy of two pairs of ADAT 
optical connectors and a further two channels of coaxial SPDIF 
I-O plus Word clock I-O on BNC. Connection to a computer is 
via USB 2.0 which provides 24 channels of I-O to and from a 
DAW. The front panel sports a small but high resolution display 
together with three buttons for navigation and selection. To 
access the bulk of the device’s functionality, you need to use 
the supplied control panel software.

‘Antelope’s box is an impressive beast. While the key 
ingredients of preamps, A-D/D-A, USB interface and onboard 
mixing/FX are no longer novel, the precise recipe on offer  
here absolutely hits the mark. The sheer amount of I-O on offer 
in such a small package and the evident quality of analogue 
and digital hardware make it a compelling proposition.’ 
Resolution V13.7. n

Manley Core
REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

DYNAMIC
REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

INTERFACE

ALSO NOMINATED:  Analoguetube AT-1 • DBX 676
Q2 Audio ADR Compex F760X-RS • Rockruepel Comp.Two

ALSO NOMINATED:  Analoguetube AT-1 • DBX 676
Q2 Audio ADR Compex F760X-RS • Rockruepel Comp.Two

Antelope Audio 
Zen Studio
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Genelec introduced its first 
compact coaxial 3-way 
8260 in 2010 and it 
won a Resolution Award 

in the same year. We loved 
its performance and sound 
and some wanted something 
smaller without sacrificing 
the acoustic strengths of the 
design. Genelec responded 
with the 8351 borrowing its 
size from the 2-way 8050 
for enclosure dimensions that 
are 80% of those of the 8260 
— making the 8351 a very 
compact 3-way monitor.  

The 8351 uses the 
Minimum Diffraction Coaxial 
midrange/tweeter driver 
(MDC) familiar from the 
8260, seated in a large area 
Directivity Control Waveguide 
(DCW). This driver has high 
accuracy and a flat diffraction-
free response due to eliminating 
gaps in the coaxial arrangement 
of the drivers and in seating the 
MDC into the waveguide surface.

Good directivity control calls for a 
large area waveguide. The 8351 acoustically conceals 
the woofers in the front of the enclosure, creating a 
large continuous acoustic front surface 
for the mid and high frequencies. The 
waveguide geometry of the enclosure 
front has been optimised from the 
tweeter right to the outer edges of 
the front baffle, all the time avoiding 
sound colouring diffractions. As a 
result the 8351 has a surface area 
to control directivity equal to some 
physically much larger 3-way main 
studio monitors.

The 8351 has two woofers, spaced 
out on the two ends of the enclosure 
front. The woofers are housed in 
one bass reflex enclosure with the 
reflex port opening to the back of the 
enclosure. The woofer cone surface area 
and magnetic motor capacity has been 
maximised, enabling the woofers to cover 
the remaining front surface outside the MDC driver 
unit. The total woofer cone area is close to that of a 
10-inch round woofer. 

The two woofers are located 
under an acoustically optimised 
extension of the front baffle — 
this represents an acoustically 
continuous surface for the 
frequencies radiated by the 
MDC driver. Radiation of 
woofer frequencies happens 
through two openings and this 
acoustically concealed woofer 
(ACW) technology enables 
the 8351 to combine compact 
size with excellent directivity 
control and a flat response.

The acoustic axis of the 
combined woofer system 
created by the two spaced 
woofers coincides with the 
acoustic axis of the tweeter-
midrange minimum diffraction 
coaxial driver. This makes the 
8351 a unique coaxial 3-way 
and enables the woofer system 
to have controlled directivity. The 
8351 is one of the first 3-way 
designs to retain favourable off-

axis sound balance in vertical and 
horizontal orientations. 
Analogue and digital sources can 

be directly connected to the 8351. The 8351 uses an 
entirely new power amplifier design with two linear, 

low noise Class D amps powering the 
woofer and midrange with low thermal 
load. A Class AB amplifier powers the 
tweeter. The 8351 is a member of 
the Genelec Smart Active Monitoring 
family. These monitors connect with 
Genelec’s control network and enables 
setting of all aspects of monitor and 
system control at the main listening 
position, over the Genelec Loudspeaker 
Management (GLM) control network. 
It enables automated aligning of 
monitors and subwoofers with regard 
to level, timing, and equalisation of the 
room responses. 

All parts are serviceable with change-
of-module principle and the 8351 uses 
recycled aluminium in the enclosure. 

All parts of the 8351 can be recycled or 
reused. The 8351 supports Genelec’s Intelligent Signal 
Sensing (ISS), which puts the 8351 to low-power 
sleep mode when idling. n

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

MONITORING

Genelec 8351 

ALSO NOMINATED:  ATC SCM45A Pro • JBL 708i 
Eve Audio SC3010 • Munro Sonic Egg150
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RAK Studios was founded in 1976 by the record 
producer Mickie Most in the splendid setting of a St 
Johns Wood town house. It’s a proper studio with 
traditional values, glorious gear and knowledgeable, 

skilled and accommodating staff.
It has the unusual feature of two API desks, both installed 

in 1976, one of which is in the larger Studio 1 with room for 
35 players while the other in Studio 2 is for ‘tighter budgets’ 
and with space for 7 musicians. There’s a Neve VRP Legend in 
Studio 3 with a comprehensive list of outboard and keyboards 
and a flexible live area while Studio 4 has an SSL 4056E 
with G computer in a room that suits writing, collaboration, 
overdubbing and mixing together with a separate vocal booth.

Recent clients that have enjoyed the RAK experience include 
Birdy, Sam Smith, Clean Bandit, Drake, John Legend, James, 
Labrinth, Marti Pellow, Alicia Keys, Jess Glynne, Rudimental, 
Kwabs, Janelle Monae, Romans, Michael Kiwanuka, Savages, 
Ali Campbell UB 40, Snow Patrol, Plan B and Oddisee, Skunk 
Anansie, among others. n

RAK Studios
REWARDING AUDIO CREATIVITY

CREATIVE AWARDS 2015

•WINNER• 
AUDIO FACILITY

This device controls the Dynamics, EQ, Drive and Level 
of an (included) modelled SSL 4000E channel on 
every channel that the Console 1 plug-in is inserted on. 
But rather than looking at a plug-in window there is 

dedicated software that pops up when you make adjustments. 
There’s an optional SSL XL9000K channel for sonic variation 
and you can individually swap out EQ or Compressor sections 
with other Softube plug-ins. The idea is that you instantiate a 
Console 1 plug-in on every channel, then navigate through 
the channels and processing sections using the hardware as 
the control.

Adjusting the knobs brings up a software overlay window 
that shows all parameters for the selected channel as you adjust 
them together with graphs and meters. You can use the Console 
1 to EQ, compress and gate using the SSL emulations, plus 
there are Transient shaper and harmonic Drive sections, along 
with Pan/Balance and rotary Volume knob on the output. There 
are Solo and Mute buttons and everything can be automated 
in the DAW.

‘This does feel like a new and different way of working 
that is quicker and more like mixing on an analogue desk, 
with fewer time-consuming decisions and less mouse-work.’ 
(Resolution V14.1). n

Softube  
Console 1

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2015
•WINNER• 

DESK-CONTROLLER

ALSO NOMINATED:  Lawo MC²36 • Studer Vista V 
Solid State Logic XL-Desk

ALSO NOMINATED:  BT Sport, UK • Mulinetti, Italy 
Grouse Lodge, Ireland • Stockfisch-Records, Germany
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Following on from the Sochi 
Winter Olympics Opening 
and closing ceremonies 
Andy did the same in Baku 
for the European Games, 
then a couple of concerts in 
Madrid and one in Geneva 
for TV. This year four live 
cinema broadcasts from the 
RSC, three plays from the 
Globe Theatre in London 
and post mixed for TV, DVD 
and cinema. In the summer 
a live TV broadcast from 
the Royal Albert Hall of 
Classic Quadrophenia — 
a new orchestral version 
with The RPO, Alfie Boe, Billy Idol, Phil Daniels and Pete 
Townshend. Then a live to cinema of The Rocky Horror Show 
from the Playhouse Theatre London. n

‘In summer last year we put on a 
screening of Under The Skin with a live 
Orchestra at The Royal Festival Hall, and 
I had my first go at Live sound mixing. 
Then I went onto being supervising 
sound designer on the film The Lobster, 
directed by Yorgos Lanthimos, which 
won the Jury Prize at Cannes.

‘I’ve been spending heaps of dosh 
refurbishing my company Wave Studios 
— putting in Nuendo and Avid S6 desks 
into all eight studios here to replace our old Fairlight kit. Also in 
that is our newly installed Dolby Atmos mixing room in which 
I am enjoying discovering what I like about mixing in Atmos. I 
am working with director James Marsh (Theory of Everything) 
as supervising sound designer on a film starring Colin Firth as 
a 1968 sailor called Donald Crowhurst who attempted to sail 
non-stop singlehanded around the world. Last week I finished 
helping director Jonathan Glazer with a rebrand of Channel 
Four where we made a set of new station idents for them.’ n

He’s recently been shooting his 9th series (and last) of New 
Tricks for BBC1, some multitrack stuff for X Factor, and he’s 
currently in the South African bush with a load of warthogs 
and water bison shooting the Kenyan scenes for a Netflix series 
called The Crown. n

Since Tom Dalgety last 
spoke to Resolution his 
career has hit a rapid 
upwards slant. He 
collected the Music 
Producers Guild’s 
Breakthrough Producer 
Award at the start of 
2015, helped in part by 
continued success of the 
blistering debut album 
by Royal Blood which 
debuted at number 1 in 
the charts and has now gained platinum status. Ben Thatcher 
from the band presented Tom with the award himself. In the 
last year Tom also took the helm on metal legends Opeth’s 
critically acclaimed Pale Communion album and has produced 
and mixed Killing Joke’s forthcoming offering Pylon, Dinosaur 
Pile-Up’s new record Eleven Eleven and the debut album from 
Broken Hands Turbulence. n

REWARDING AUDIO CREATIVITY

CREATIVE AWARDS 2015

•WINNER• 
BROADCAST SOUND MIXER 

Andy Rose
REWARDING AUDIO CREATIVITY

CREATIVE AWARDS 2015

•WINNER• 
FILM/POST  

SOUND ENGINEER  
Johnnie Burn

REWARDING AUDIO CREATIVITY

CREATIVE AWARDS 2015

•WINNER• 
LOCATION SOUND ENGINEER 

Simon Bishop 
REWARDING AUDIO CREATIVITY

CREATIVE AWARDS 2015

•WINNER• 
MUSIC PRODUCTION  

PRODUCER/ENGINEER
Tom Dalgety

RESOLUTION AWARDS

ALSO NOMINATED:    Jacek Gawłowski • John Webber • Liam Howe • Tom Elmhirst

ALSO NOMINATED:    Andre Jacquemin • Ren Klyce • Tim Cavagin

ALSO NOMINATED:    Alan Hill • Chris Ashworth • Matt Bacon

ALSO NOMINATED:    Andy James • Gary Clarke • Jake Knott


